
FATTORIA DEI BARBI ORVIETO CLASSICO
Umbria, Italy

Overview
The Orvieto DOC is located in the center of Italy, both from north and south as well as 
east and west. DOC stands for Denominazione di Origine Controllata. The translation is 
essentially “controlled designation of origin”. It’s meant to require producers to follow a set 
of rules for each region to ensure that wines from any given region taste authentic.  

History
The estate was founded in 1932 by Enzo Barbi, which makes it a relatively new winery by 
European standards.  The Barbi family planted the current vineyards between 1970 and 
2007, primarily with the indigenous varietals of central Italy. The focus is on their own fruit, 
but they do source fruit from other growers in the area.

Region
Like so many regions in Italy, viticulture in Orvieto has ancient roots dating back to the ancient Etruscans. It spans both 
Umbria and Lazio, where the soil is primarily volcanic and limestone with some areas that were under water many millenia ago 
containing calcareous material that is also porous. For many centuries, Orvieto was famous for the production of sweet wine 
that used grapes infected with botrytis cinerea, also known as “noble rot”. This fungus lends a particular flavor that is prized 
by many wine drinkers. The conversion to drier styles began in the middle of the 20th century. The vast majority of all wine 
produced in Orvieto is white.

Grapes
There are several approved grapes used in the region, though the majority of wines are made with Grechetto and Trebbiano. 
Grechetto (grek-etto) is named for the Greeks who originally brought it to Italy in ancient times. It has a thick skin which allows 
it to remain on the vine longer than other varietals and is primarily used to blend with other grapes. Trebbiano is the most 
planted white grape in Italy and is known as Ugni Blanc in France where it is the most used grape in the production of Cognac 
and Armagnac. It’s also used to make balsamic vinegar. 

Wine
This specific wine is 40% Grechetto, 30% Procanico (a local clone of Trebbiano), 
20% Sauvignon & Malvasia and 10% Vermentino. It’s dry with a range of fruit 
flavors as well as herbal notes and a hint of almond. Great as an aperitif and a 
suitable match for seafood and lighter pastas.

Maturity
Like many white wines, this is meant to be consumed young. It should stay 
reasonably fresh for another 6 months to a year.

$13.99


